AETN - A Journey of the Six Regions of Arkansas

Kindergarten
Can you find Arkansas?
Here’s Arkansas!

You are here...

😊
Can you recite the name of the U.S. President?

President Barack Obama
Can you recite the name of the Governor of Arkansas?

Governor Mike Beebe
Can you identify Arkansas’s state symbols?

- **Flag**: The Arkansas State Flag
- **Insect**: Honeybee
- **Beverage**: Milk
- **Tree**: Pine Tree
Do you know these famous Arkansans?

President William Jefferson Clinton
Birthplace: Hope, AR
Former Arkansas Governor,
Former US President

Scottie Pippen
Hometown: Hamburg, AR
NBA Basketball Player

Sam Walton
Hometown: Newport, AR
Founder of Wal-Mart
Do you know these famous Arkansans?

Tracy Lawrence
Hometown: Foreman, AR
Country Singer

Johnny Cash
Birthplace: Kingsland, AR
Country Singer

Maya Angelou
Hometown: Stamps, AR
Poet, Actress, Singer
Do you know these famous Arkansans?

General Douglas MacArthur
Birthplace: Little Rock, AR
World War II General

Paul “Bear” Bryant
Hometown: Fordyce, AR
College Football Coach

Mary Steenburgen
Hometown: North Little Rock, AR
Actress
ADE Kindergarten Social Studies Framework Addressed in this PowerPoint

- **Strand: Geography**
  - **Standard 1: Physical and Spatial**
    - Students shall develop an understanding of the physical and spatial characteristics and applications of geography.

- **G.1.K.3**
  - Identify the state of Arkansas on a map of the United States
ADE Kindergarten Social Studies Framework Addressed in this PowerPoint

• Strand: Civics
  - Standard 4: Government
    • Students shall develop an understanding of the forms and roles of government.

• C.4.K.3
  - Identify the name and picture of the current president of the United States and current governor of Arkansas
ADE Kindergarten Social Studies Framework Addressed in this PowerPoint

• Strand: History
  - Standard 6: History
    • Students shall analyze significant ideas, events, and people in world, national, state, and local history and how they affect change over time.

• H.6.K.2

• Identify state symbols of Arkansas:
  - flag
  - tree
  - insect
  - beverage
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